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DNA Basics

 DNA is Deoxyribonucleic acid
 Molecule carrying genetic instructions

 development, functioning and reproduction of all 
known living organisms

 Within cells, DNA is organized into long structures called 
chromosomes

 The Y chromosome is one of two sex chromosomes in 
mammals (other is X) 

 Organisms store most of their DNA inside the cell nucleus and 
some of their DNA in organelles (specialised subunits), such as 
mitochondria

 Mitochondria produce energy from glucose



  

DNA Basics 2

 Except for identical twins, each person’s DNA is 
unique

 The zygote, new organism in reproduction, 
inherits DNA
 One set of chromosomes from each parent



  

Genes

 A gene is a length of DNA that codes for a 
specific protein e.g. insulin

 Genes are the basic unit of genetics 
 Human beings have 20,000 to 25,000 genes 

(about 3% of our DNA)



  

Number of Ancestors

 Number of ancestors builds up rapidly
 Exponential rate of increase (power of 2)
 So 10 generations back,

 You have 210 ancestors, that is 1,024 people 

 That's perhaps in 250-300 years
 20 generations back, 

 220 ancestors, that is 1,048,576 people

 That's perhaps in 500-600 years



  

Implications
 Cousin marriages, marriages in small 

communities mean build up not (nearly) as fast 
as this

 Indeed some people calculate the whole of the 
planet is related if you go back 3,500 years

 Population of England was 3 million in 1530
 So very significant 'inbreeding'

 At 15 generations back, ancestors = 215 or 
32768 people, more than the 20,000-25,000 
genes we have
 So some ancestors must be left out!  

 That's in 375-450 years



  

Inherited DNA 
 Most of what we inherit through the generations 

is a mishmash of the DNA of our ancestors
 But 2 components endure throughout:

 In Y-Chromosome
 the father-of-father characteristics is preserved
 no tests are available on female side

 In Mitochondria
 the mother-of-mother characteristics is preserved 
 sons inherit their mother’s mtDNA but cannot pass it on

 Inheritance is usually faithful but at intervals 
mutations occur

 Such mutations 'label' populations and migrations



  

DNA Profiling
 The lengths of variable sections of repetitive 

DNA, such as short tandem repeats (STR)/ 
mini-satellites, are compared between people

 STR change relatively frequently between 
generations (finer-tuning)

 Also look at Y-Chromosome and Mitochondria 
(coarser-tuning)

 Much used in paternity/maternity testing
 Important financial motivation

 Uniqueness of DNA gives major forensic uses
 How can genetic genealogy benefit?



  

Genetic Genealogy

 On male side places ancestors in a Y-
Haplogroup (population with same markers in 
Y-Chromosomes) – 2,500-4,000 years ago

 On female side places ancestors in a mtDNA 
Haplogroup (population with same markers in 
mitochondria) – 2,500-4,000 years ago

 On both male and female side compare STR 
markers against populations 'known' to be 
carrying such markers – 500-2,000 years ago

 In all methods, take into account documentary 
records (traditional genealogy)



  

How it Works

 You 
 Take a swab from the inside of your cheek

 Place it in a container 

 Send container off in a supplied envelope

 Enclose some $!
 They

 Receive the swab

 Create an account for tracking and placing results

 Perform some DNA analysis 

 Transfer results to your on-line account



  

Examples

 Male side – mine (well documented with 
missing link before DNA tests)
 Surname constant over generations

 Female side – mine (poorly documented before 
DNA tests). 
 Surname changes every generation



  

Male side

 Teignmouth (Devon)
 Back to grandfather George (1876-1946), gt-

grandfather Ebenezer (1848-1888), jewellers, 3 
generations back

 Weston-super-Mare (Somerset)
 Back to gt-gt-grandfather John (1811-1893), 

jeweller, 4 generations back
 Tiverton (Devon)

 Back to gt-gt-gt-gt-gt-gt-grandfather Thomas 
(c1685-1741), 8 generations back



  

Family Tree
of Thomas 
Rossiter
(c1685-1741) 
and Mary
Townsend of
Tiverton, Devon



  

Properties of Family
 Liked names John, Thomas, Margaret; Church 

of England
 Prosperous by 2nd generation in Tiverton

 Mill owners, slave trade
 No obvious connection to other SW families

 Main family prior of Edward Rossiter (Combe St 
Nicholas, Somerset) had emigrated to Boston on 
Mary & John in 1630 (puritans, 17 in his party)

 Pioneer Thomas may have been a little raw:
 Appeared before Bishop of Exeter in 1713 with wife 

on charge of prenuptial fornication!



  

Speculation about an Irish 
Connection

 Rossiter is an Irish name, fairly common in 
Wexford (Leinster)

 Is there any link?
 Rathmacknee is centre of family's influence
 'Well-established' landowners

 Arrived with Strongbow in 1169 ('Normans')

 de Roucestre (of Rochester, land owners in eastern 
England and Boulogne)

 Names: John, Thomas, Margaret
 Catholics



  



  

Family Tree
of Thomas 
Rossiter
(1613-1690) and Mary
Sarsfield of
Wexford, Leinster



  

Rathmacknee
Castle, Wexford



  

Rathmacknee Castle sign



  

Wexford Castles Book



  

League Table for Norman castle-
owners in Wexford



  

Map of Main Castles in Wexford 



  

Wexford Youth Today



  

Norman names are part of the 
modern mixture



  

Fortunes of Catholics in Ireland
 Old gentry was Catholic

 New gentry was Presbyterian Church of Ireland, started in 
Elizabeth I times (plantations) 

 Cromwell invaded Ireland (battles Rathmines, Drogheda, 
Wexford 1649-50) and dispossessed Catholics

 Charles II 1660s granted significant restorations to Catholics 
(about 1/3)

 William of Orange invaded Ireland 1688-91(battles Boyne, 
Limerick)

 Initial Treaty of Limerick 1691 was relatively fair to Catholics, 
but was not ratified by protestant parliament

 Penal laws, from 1690s, dispossessed nearly all Catholics for 
good

 Flight of the Wild Geese 1691: Jacobite Army with dependants 
left Ireland for France, under Patrick Sarsfield



  

My Paternal Clade R1b



  

R1b Migration Map

BCE – Before the Common Era (same as BC)



  

Other Major European Clade R1a 
--Negative



  

My Paternal Subclade R1b-
L21(Western Atlantic)



  

Other R1b Subclades – DF27 -- 
negative



  

Other R1b Subclades – S28 – 
negative



  



  

Information gained from DNA

 Statistics supports origin from 'Celtic' area, 
particularly Ireland South

 But it's not proof
 Could theoretically be from other areas with 

diminishing probability

 Sample sizes are often small

 The milkman in Tiverton might have been Irish! 
(false paternity)

 Relates to 2,500 to 4,000 years ago



  

More Recent Information

 DNA STR markers
 500-2000 years ago



  

STR Markers



  



  

STR Markers

 Results vary with choice of markers, number of 
markers, comparison datasets

 Statistical minefield
 Need to have a documented family tree to 

make some sense of it all
 My results again support an Irish origin at the 

time of settlement in Wexford
 But are the Spanish suggestions significant?



  

Pen-pals – closest matches



  

Female side

 Told relations went back for centuries in the 
westcountry

 One previous attempt by a relative at doing 
female side
 Following male side of my mother’s parents 

(Nicholls)
 Not  a lot of encouragement



  

DNA evidence

 So asked for sample to be tested for mtDNA 
haplogroup

 Very surprised at result
 Haplogroup T1

 Not that prevalent anywhere but mainly from the 
East



  

My Female Clade T1



  

Main Western Clades H1+H3 -- 
Negative



  

STR 
Markers
Maternal
Side



  

STR 
Markers
Maternal
Side



  

Pen-pal – near misses



  

So Urgent Work on family tree
Mother of Mother

 Prevalence of name Lena in various forms
 A suicide leaving my grandmother and her 2 

sisters as orphans
 An unexpected name mid-19th century 

(Dashper)



  

Family Tree
of Sarah Jane 
Dashper (1840-1910)
and Thomas William 
May of
Plymouth (1838-1916)



  

Death of Annie Holbrook 7 July 
1904 at Penzance



  



  



  

Questions on Sarah Jane Dashper
 Surname may be an adaption of an eastern 

European name (common in 19th century)
 Quite a few immigrants came over from eastern 

Europe in mid-19th century
 Some were on their way to America but never made 

it
 Why is she not called a variant of Lena?
 Plymouth would be a natural arrival port
 Needs a lot more research, but she could have 

been:
 Yelena Dashpevsky??



  

Has DNA been useful?

 It’s another point of view, totally independent 
from the documentary side
 Always valuable where some subjectivity

 It’s added support on paternal side for an Irish 
origin

 It’s initiated a totally new view on maternal side



  

Caution/Forward

 Methods are in their infancy
 Statistical tests need great care in interpretation
 Without traditional documentary side, would not 

like to rely on results

 Suspect that DNA techniques will rapidly 
advance giving much more refined Subclade 
information on bigger and better sample sizes
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